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Biological networks represent biological systems, and various graph analysis algorithms have
been applied to solve various real-world problems. Network motif analysis, as one of network
analyses, is detecting frequently and uniquely over-occurring subgraph patterns in a network.
The detection process requires high computational resources, and various tools have been
developed to provide efficient solutions. However, they still lack extensible output options
and easy accessibility, which restricts substantial scale of experiments for many biological
applications. Therefore, we provide NemoSuite (Network Motif in a Suite) as a web-interactive
tool for detection and analysis of network motifs. Including both of network-centric and motif-
centric approaches, it is a greatly accessible tool emphasizing on efficiency, usability, and
extensibility.

1 Introduction

Systems biology focuses more on the interconnections between
molecules, such as DNA, RNA, or proteins, than individual com-
ponents. Biological systems are often represented as biological
networks, including protein-protein interaction (PPI), metabolic, or
gene-regulatory networks. Biological networks, which model the
data in -ome level or in ecosystem level, show individual molecules
as graph nodes and their interactions as edges. Researchers applied
various graph analysis algorithms to understand biological systems
in networks, and we are focusing on network motif analysis as one
of graph algorithms. Here, we present an online program extending
an original work presented in 2019 IEEE International Conference
on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM) [1], which introduces
NemoMapPy as an online tool to detect network motifs.

Network motifs are defined as statistically over-recurring sub-
graph patterns in a network, which are assumed to have biological
significance in biological systems. They are defined in line with “se-
quence motifs” that are playing a key role in analyzing DNA/RNA
or protein sequences with the goal of, for example, controlling the
translation of the encoding mRNA, characterizing protein families,
detecting DNA binding sites, or controlling tumor suppressor gene
expression.

Analysis of network motifs have applied to various applications
such as predicting protein-protein interactions [2], determining pro-
tein functions [3], detecting breast-cancer susceptibility genes [4],

investigating evolutionary conservation [5, 6], and discovering es-
sential proteins [7, 8]. Furthermore, a broad spectrum of network
motif applications has been explored: “motif clustering” [9], “motif
themes” [10], “relative graphlet frequency distances” [11], “motif
modes” [12], and “MotifScores” [13].

However, currently existing tools lack the easy accessibility,
and flexible scalability, which restrict their range of applications,
and thereupon cause some amount of faithlessness on the analysis
[14]. Most tools are unable to collect instances of network motifs
and lack of functionality, usability, and extensibility. Therefore,
we provide NemoSuite (Network Motif in a Suite) to resolve these
problems: it includes Nemo and NemoMapPy programs. Nemo
program implements a network-centric approach using NemoLib
[15, 16]. NemoMapPy implements NemoMap [17] algorithm which
is one of the motif-centric methods.

The contributions of NemoSuite include the followings: (1) As
a web-interactive graphical user interface (GUI) program, it pro-
vides easily accessible tools with great efficiency and usability; (2)
It provides various output results based on users’ choice, which
will explore network motif analysis to various real-world applica-
tions; (3) It provides both network-centric and motif-centric tools.
As far as the authors’ knowledge, NemoSuite is the first program
providing both network-centric and motif-centric methods as an
web-interactive, and GUI format.

The rest of the paper starts providing the review of various
detection algorithms and tools in Section 2. Thereafter, Section
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3 describes NemoSuite, followed by experiments and results in
Section 4, and Section 5 respectively, and conclusion in the last
section.

2 Related Works

2.1 Network Motif

Recent survey of network motifs showed that there are different
types of network motifs [18]. Originally, Milo et al. [19] intro-
duced network motifs as the “patterns of interconnections occurring
in complex networks at numbers that are significantly higher than
those in randomized networks” in 2002. After discovering the under-
represented patterns could also delineate some features of networks,
‘anti-motifs’ are defined as the subgraphs with significantly less
frequencies in the input network compared in a random pool [20].
On the other hand, ‘colored-motifs’ are introduced as the network
motifs in multi-label networks such as metabolic, social or traffic
networks [21]. Additionally, Parida proposed ‘maximal-motif’ as
the network motifs with maximal nodes and edges in a given size
[22].

However, as we focus on biological networks, we use the orig-
inal network motifs in this work, whose mathematical definition
follows. A network motif M is a connected subgraph of size k which
can be found frequently and uniquely in an input network G. To
determine the uniqueness, P-value (Eq. (1)) or Z-score (Eq. (2)) of
the recurrence of M is calculated within a huge pool of randomly
generated graphs.

P-value(M) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

c(n), c(n) =

{
1, if fR(M) ≥ fG(M).
0, otherwise (1)

Z-score(M) =
fG(M) − µ( fR(M))

σ( fR(M))
(2)

Here, N refers to the number of random graphs, and fG(M) is
the frequency of M in the input G while fR(M)is the frequency of
M in the random network R. µ( fR(M)) is the mean of frequencies of
M in the random networks and σ( fR(M)) is the standard deviation
of frequencies of M in the random networks. For a fair comparison,
the random graphs are generated given the same degree sequences
as the original graph. In general, a subgraph with P-value less than
0.01 or Z-score greater than 2.0 is considered as a network motif
after compared with 1, 000 random networks [23].

2.2 Algorithms

Grow and Kellis classified various algorithms of discovering net-
work motifs into network-centric and motif-centric approaches [24].
The former method first searches all possible patterns from the input
graph, then determines which patterns are network motifs through a
statistical testing, whereas the latter approach outputs the number of
occurrences of the given query pattern in the input network without
statistical testing results.

Various algorithms and software programs implement network-
centric approach, which include MAVisto [25], MFinder [26],

Kavosh [27], NemoFinder [28], NetMODE [29], QuateXelero [30],
Motif-Discovery[31], MotifNet [32], ESU algorithm[33], and FAN-
MOD program [34]. Network-centric approach, requiring an input
network and the size of motif to search, involves enumerating non-
isomorphic k-size subgraph patterns in the original network. It then
compares the frequency of each pattern in a number of generated
random graphs. The uniqueness of each pattern is determined based
on the P-value or Z-score. This approach is specifically useful if
the goal is to determine which pattern is a network motif. However,
enumeration process limits the size of detectable motifs due to the
time-consuming process of scanning for every nodes and edges
of the network. Consequently, network-centric algorithms using
exhaustive enumeration of k-size subgraphs in the network does
not exceed size 8 nodes [24]. Larger size of network motifs can be
detected if searched approximately .

Table 1: It shows the number of non-isomorphic patterns in undirected or directed
graphs increases exponentially with the size of pattern, courtesy of [23].

Focusing on detecting larger size of motifs, Grochow and Kellis
introduced a motif-centric approach (GK method), which finds the
frequency of each pattern in a given query set by mapping each query
graph to all possible location in the input graph [24]. GK method,
MODA[35], FASCIA [36], ISMAGS[31], ParaMODA[37], and
NemoMap [17] are implementing this motif-centric approach. This
approach was able to find motifs of up to 15 nodes with symmetry-
breaking technique to significantly reduce isomorphic testing. One
disadvantage is that it assumes that the user has pre-knowledge
of what patterns are network motifs in the target graph as a set of
query patterns have to be provided. Otherwise, this approach is not
straightly applicable to finding network motifs. In fact, no algo-
rithms or tools have described how to provide the query set. There-
fore, if the goal is to find which pattern is significantly frequent than
others, the user has to provide all possible k-size subgraph patterns
as a query set to compare, which can suffer heavily since full list of
all possible variations of k-size subgraphs grows exponentially with
k. Table 1 shows the exponential growth of pattern variations of k-
size subgraphs up to 10 nodes, and in the worst-case scenario the ap-
plication would have to iterate over 341, 247, 400, 399, 400, 000, 000
of 10-node patterns many of which might not even exist in the target
graph.

Table 2 summarizes various aspects of these two approaches. Al-
though both the network-centric and motif-centric approaches have
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Table 2: Summary of network-centric and motif-centric approaches.

Network-centric Motif-centric
Input An input network, a motif size k, the number of ran-

dom graphs to generate
An input network and (a) query pattern(s)

Output All discovered subgraph pattern’s frequency in the in-
put network, Z-score and/or P-values

Each query pattern’s frequency in the input network

Processes Enumerate or sample all possible non-isomorphic sub-
graphs, and each pattern’s frequency is compared in a
huge random pool

Search the instances of each query graph in the input
network, and its frequency or the set of instances of
the pattern is provided

Tools FANMOD, MAVisto, MFinder, Kavosh, NemoFinder,
NetMODE, QuateXelero, MotifNet, Motif Discovery

GK, MODA, FASCIA, ISMAGS, ParaMODA,
NemoMap

Benefits Can determine which patterns are network motifs.
Non-existing patterns in the network will not be
searched.

Can search large size (more than 8) of a pattern. Rel-
atively fast to collect all instances of a given query
graph.

Drawbacks Exponential computational time growth with increas-
ing size of motifs and networks. Statistical analysis
adds more computational burden.

Exponential computing time increase on the number of
possible query patterns with increasing size of motifs.
It cannot be directly applied for discovering network
motifs.

drawbacks, each approach can be respectively applied to different
problems with appropriate goals. If the goal is determining which
patterns will be network motifs in a target graph, then network-
centric approach is appropriate. Motif-centric method would work
better for a pattern matching. Therefore, we aimed to provide a tool
with both approaches to maximize the usability and efficiency.

2.3 Tools

There are various tools that follow network-centric or motif-centric
approaches. After careful review of the tools [18, 38, 39], we found
out that most tools are out-dated, dependent on operating systems or
other external tools, restricted output options, inaccessible, or lack
of usability. As shown in Table 3, we tested the following tools such
as mFinder, FANMOD, Kavosh, QuateXelero, Fascia, ISMAGS,
MotifNet, and Motif-Discovery, because others are unable to lo-
cate, unable to install, out-dated, incompatible with current security
setting, or inexecutable.

mFinder, FANMOD, Kavosh, and QuateXelero are network-
centric based tools that accept a text file as an input graph, the size
of network motifs, and the number of random graphs to generate.
While others require a list of edges in the text graph file, Kavosh
and QuateXelero additionally require the number of nodes at the
first line in the file. Before running these programs, however, since
each node should be labelled as an integer, non-integer labels should
be converted to integer labels. They provide outputs consisting of
each pattern’s frequency, and its Z-score or P-value so that users
can determine which patterns are network motifs. When we design
our program, NemoSuite, we set FANMOD program as an example,
since it is a GUI-based program, efficient, with additional filtering
options, and can provide the set of instances as well. MotifNet, as a
web-program, also succeeds FANMOD, taking two files (edge list
and node list), the size of network motif, and the number of random
graphs. However, it requires the user to submit the work in a queue,
which seemed discontinued the service currently, as we never got
the results back. Motif-Discovery, as a cytoscape[31] plug-in, can

read string-labelled nodes, visualize the network, and provide the
frequency and Z-score for each pattern. Unfortunately, since the
Z-scores are significantly different from the ones by other tools, it
is unclear how to determine network motifs.

Fascia and ISMAGS are motif-centric based motif discovery
tools. Fascia requires two text files. One is the input graph and
the other is a query graph. The input graph file should contain the
number of nodes, the number of edges, and the list of edges where
the node ID’s are integers. A query text file is a list of edges. As a
command-based program, it provides the number of occurrence of
the query pattern in the input network. On the other hand, ISMAGS
is cytoscape plug-in, which can visualize the input network. In this
work, we excluded other tools including MODA, since we failed to
install or run them properly.

Table 3 lists the tools, approach, year of publication, the input
options, the output options, interface, and shortcomings. In general,
current available tools lack of visualization, usability, easy accessi-
bility, and comprehensive results. To overcome the shortcomings of
other tools, we provide NemoSuite as a comprehensive and efficient
web-interactive program.

3 Methods: NemoSuite

We developed ‘NemoSuite’ (Network Motif in a suite) to pro-
vide a unified access to network motif analysis including network-
centric and motif-centric approaches. NemoSuite consists of
two separate programs: ‘Nemo’ and ‘NemoMapPy.’ Nemo
program employs a network-centric approach using a NemoLib
[15, 16] that improves ESU (Enumerate SUbgraphs) algorithm
[33]. NemoMapPy program follows a motif-centric method by
implementing NemoMap [17] algorithm in Python and Flask frame-
work. Figure 5 shows the NemoSuite homepage with Nemo
and NemoMapPy program pages. The program is available at
https://bioresearch.css.uwb.edu/biores/NemoSuite/.
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Table 3: Network motif detection tools are compared based on their approach (network-centric vs. motif-centric), shortcoming, year, input, output, and interface options.

Tool Approach Year Input Output Interface Shortcoming
mFinder network 2002 edge list file (inte-

ger ID)
text file: freq, z-
score, p-value

command-
line

restricted input and output
options, command-line

FANMOD network 2006 edge list file (inte-
ger ID)

html: freq, z-
score, p-value, vi-
sual. Instance set

GUI restricted input and output
options

Kavosh network 2009 #n,edge list file
(integer ID)

text file: freq, z-
score, motif ma-
trix

command-
line

restricted input and output
options, command-line

QuateXelero network 2013 #n,edge list file
(integer ID)

text file: freq, z-
score, motif ma-
trix

command-
line

restricted input and output
options, command-line

Fascia motif 2013 #n,#m,edge list
file (integer ID)

count command-
line

restricted input and output
options, command-line

ISMAGS motif 2016 cytoscape input count cytoscape
plug-in

exception error, plug-in

MotifNet network 2017 edgelist, nodelist html: freq, z-
score, p-value, vi-
sual. Instance set

web-
interactive

queue-based, no-prompt re-
sult

Motif-Discovery network 2018 cytoscape input text file: freq, z-
score

cytoscape
plug-in

restricted output options,
significantly different
Z-scores from others,
cytoscape-dependent

3.1 Nemo

Nemo, as shown in Figure 5(b), follows a network-centric approach
which includes the steps of enumeration, random graph generation,
and statistical analysis. The user should select an input file (see
Fig 1 (a) for the file format), along with the directness, the size of
motif and the number of random graphs to generate. Nemo program
works on both directed and undirected graphs, and the input graph’s
node can be represented as string or integer. There are three output
options: NemoCount, NemoProfile, and NemoCollection, whose
formats are introduced by Kim and Haukap [40], and illustrated in
Figure 1 (b).

Figure 1: Nemo: (a) shows the input file format with visualized graph on the right;
(b) shows the three output options including NemoCount, NemoProfile, and Nemo-
Collection.

‘NemoCount’ is a default output format which lists the patterns
of each detected subgraphs, along with its frequency in the input
graph, average frequency in the random graphs, then finally shows
its statistical results so that the user can determine which pattern
is a network motif. Each pattern is labeled with g6 format which

is used to identify isomorphic graphs in the Nauty program [41].
‘NemoProfile’ option returns two files. One is a file of NemoProfile
that contains two dimension of matrix of N rows and M columns,
where N is the number of nodes and M is the number of network
motifs. For example, from the Figure 1 (b), the node ‘100’ is
found in three instances of the motif &C?gW, and the node ‘67’
belongs to two instances of the same motif. Wang and Kim showed
that NemoProfile can be used as a data feature to detect essential
genes [42]. Another file is a SubgraphProfile, which is an extended
NemoProfile containing not only motifs but also non-motifs in the
column. If none of patterns are network motifs, this option provides
SubgraphPrifle only. Likewise, ‘NemoCollection’ also provides
two files: NemoCollection and SubgraphCollection. While Nemo-
Collection provides the set of network motif instances as a file,
SubgraphCollection provides instances of all subgraph patterns.

Figure 2: Block diagram for Nemo program.

Nemo program is using an angular application for the front-end,
and a spring application for the back-end as shown in Figure 2. The
front-end uses the angular framework, which takes advantage of
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the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. Developers can easily
display the data and the model from the back-end and control the
model with the ‘appcomponent.’ Also, it can be easily deployed
with angular. The back-end uses the Spring framework, which
produces RESTful APIs. With this simple and intuitive design, de-
velopers can easily update modules for additional purposes. Nemo
program also has high maintainability with the REST architecture
style. Developers can fix any defected part if any, and restart the
Spring application on the server while the client application remains
untouched. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the program.

Figure 3: Descriptive architecture of Nemo program.

3.2 NemoMapPy

NemoMapPy implements a motif-centric approach which requires
an input file, and a query pattern. While other motif-centric tools do
not provide statistical results, NemoMapPy provides the frequency
and statistical results of the query pattern in the input graph if the
number of random graphs are entered, so that whether this pattern
is a network motif can be determined with its P-value or Z-score.

NemoMapPy, as an online tool, refined and upgraded the
features of NemoMap [17] that improved the performance of
ParaMODA [37], which also increased the efficiency of the motif-
centric algorithm introduced by Grochow and Kellis (GK) [24],
and MODA program [35]. In fact, NemoMap improved the perfor-
mance of ParaMODA, MODA and GK method by modifying the
symmetry-breaking method. It removed the need of maintaining a
list of all mappings to prevent duplicate occurrences. It also reduced
some of symmetry-breaking conditions, thereafter, contributes on
optimizing space and computational time. NemoMap has been
proven to be more efficient than ParaMODA, MODA and GK in
most cases, exception with some simple query patterns.

NemoMapPy ported NemoMap with additional features on the
web [1], and was implemented in Python 3 with the Flask web frame-
work [43]. As a consequence, NemoMapPy can accept streaming

text inputs as well as file uploading. The query pattern can be pro-
vided as a text input, file uploading, or g6 format. Since Nemo
program provides g6 format for detected pattern, the g6 format
helps a quick transition from Nemo to NemoMapPy.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall architecture of NemoMapPy. Ng-
inx [44] is used in the first layer, which is a reverse proxy for
Gunicorn [45] that redirects incoming requests to Gunicorn with
remarkable performance. Gunicorn is a WSGI server which allows
multiple applications to run side-by-side in the same process. It
handles the load balancing for a program, distributes incoming re-
quests, and communicates with the Flask services accordingly. The
back-end of NemoMapPy program is developed by python Flask
framework, which takes advantages of simplicity and flexibility. It
is convenient for developers to deploy or undeploy it from the server,
and the simplified usability make Flask program faster to debug.
Here we focused on providing an easy and accessible interface with
multiple input options so that users can use NemoMapPy in a variety
of situations.

Figure 4: Descriptive architecture of NemoMapPy program

Initially, NemoMapPy only worked on undirected graph and
the input file should have integer-labeled vertices [1]. Also, it only
provided the frequency of the query pattern as a result. Here, we
improved the initial NemoMapPy by adding the following features.
(1) NemoMapPy now works both on directed and undirected graphs;
(2) the vertices can be integer or string; (3) the query pattern’s statis-
tical significance is provided along with its frequency; (4) the input
format of query graph pattern has three options. Input text, a file, or
g6 format; and (5) the instances of the query pattern is provided as
a file.
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Figure 5: NemoSuite: (a) is the homepage view of NemoSuite program; (b) is the homepage of Nemo program with network-centric method; (c) shows the homepage for
NemoMapPy with motif-centric method.

4 Experiments
NemoSuite is an online network motif detection program with both
of network-centric and motif-centric methods. It is designed to
satisfy the following functional and non-functional requirements.

Functional Requirements

• The user can use the program with any web browser.

• The user can upload the data file, which is an undirected or
directed graph.

• The user can use the data file with string or integer type of
nodes.

• The user can use both programs to detect the frequency of
network motifs (NemoCount).

• The user can use both programs to obtain the instances of
network motifs (NemoCollection).

• The user can use the Nemo program to obtain the network
motif profile (NemoProfile).

Non-functional Requirements

• The returned results should be clear and easy to understand.

• The running time should be reasonably fast based on the size
of the input data.

• The program works for any devices that have access to the
internet and have a web browser.

In other words, as a web program, NemoSuite provides easy ac-
cessibility for users to detect network motifs, and apply them for
various real-world problems. With additional features, the program
provides good usability, functionality and computational efficiency.
In the following section, we provide results of the comparison of
NemoSuite with other programs to demonstrate its computational
efficiency and good usability.

We compared Nemo with FANMOD [34] program, since both
follow the motif-centric ESU algorithm in essence. Also, after re-
viewing all other tools, we found FANMOD is efficient and the
most usable program among all others. Therefore, we compared
Nemo program with FANMOD to evaluate the accessibility, usabil-
ity, functionality and computational efficiency.

NemoMapPy is implementing a motif-centric approach, which
is provided by Grochow and Kellis (GK), called GK method. Un-
like network-centric methods, few programs are available that fol-
low GK method, such as, MODA [35], ParaMODA, Fascia [36],
ISMAGS[31] and NemoMap. They are available as source codes,
cytoscape plug-in, or executable programs. However, the stand-
alone MODA program is out-dated and had many restrictions on
running the program, ISMAGS is cytoscape plug-in, and Fascia
is a parallel and command-based program. Therefore, we com-
pared NemoMapPy with NemoMap for its efficiency, assuming its
easy accessibility and good usability are self-demonstrated with its
web-interactive features.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Nemo vs. FANMOD

As a web program, Nemo program can be launched with any web-
browser. Therefore it is easy to access, and easy to use. FANMOD
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program is a stand-alone GUI (graphical-user-interface) program
that can be downloaded from a website and it can be installed in
Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems. While both programs
have good accessibility, Nemo has a better accessibility as the user
can use it anytime and anywhere as long as there is an internet
connection.

Nemo and FANMOD programs have good usability too. Usabil-
ity measures “the capacity of a system to provide an environment for
the users to perform the tasks safely, effectively, and efficiently [46].”
With Nemo and FANMOD, network motifs are easily detected given
an input graph, the size of motif, and the number of random graphs
to generate. FANMOD has more options for the random graphs,
and the user can see the progress of the task. However, Nemo pro-
gram performs faster than FANMOD and has more input and output
options.

Table 4: Input graph files used for testing

Type biological collaboration social
File Y2k Y11k MIPS CA-

GrQc
CA-
HepTH

Face-
book

#vertex 988 2401 4545 5241 9875 4545
#edge 2455 11000 12317 14484 25973 12317

We tested the performance of Nemo and FANMOD program
with three biological networks, two collaboration networks, and one
social network. The detail features of testing networks are described
in Table 4. When we tested the run-time for network motif detection
with different graphs, the size of network motif is set as four, and
the number of random graphs as 100. All tests are performed in
Windows OS. Table 5 and Figure 6 provide the comparison results.

Table 5: Nemo vs FANMOD run-time (rounded in seconds) comparison on the size
of input graph

Y2k Face-
book

CA-
GrQc

CA-
HepTH

Y11k MIPS

Nemo 24 54 201 205 517 551
FANMOD 72 248 607 561 2,189 2,859

We can observe that Nemo runs relatively stable as the network
size grows, while the run-time of FANMOD program increases
abruptly. For the Y11k and MIPS networks, Nemo program runs
roughly 5 times faster than FANMOD program.

Figure 6: Graph of runtime vs. input graph size between Nemo and FANMOD in
millisecond(ms)

We also tested the performance of two programs based on the
size of motifs. To save time, we used Y2k data with only 10 number
of random graphs, and used Windows OS.

Table 6: Nemo vs FANMOD run-time (in seconds) comparison on the size of motif

3 4 5 6
Nemo 0.1 2.4 60.8 1,580.5

FANMOD 0.3 7.6 208.5 6,946.9

Table 6 and Figure 7 provide the results. We can observe that
Nemo program runs consistently faster than FANMOD program,
although the run-time of both programs still increases steeply with
the increment of the size of motifs.

Figure 7: Graph of runtime vs. motif size between Nemo and FANMOD in millisec-
ond(ms)

Through various experiments, we could see that Nemo program
provides better accessibility, functionality, usability and computa-
tional efficiency than FANMOD program.
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Figure 8: Graph of runtime vs. query graph size between NemoMapPy and
NemoMap

5.2 NemoMapPy vs. NemoMap

We tested the efficiency of NemoMapPy by comparing with the
NemoMap, as NemoMap is known the fastest program with motif-
centric approach [17] in most of cases, when not considering par-
allelization. We tested NemoMapPy with a graph of 1,018 nodes
and 1,331 edges, the query graphs that has 9, 10, 11 nodes with
average complexity. The complexity of query graph was measured
in node-to-edge ratio. We obtained NemoMap source code from
the authors of [17] and compiled with Visual Studio 2017. We
compared the performance with run-time.

The testing environment was on a desktop computer in Win-
dows OS. In summary, NemoMapPy is approximately 70% faster
than NemoMap on the graphs with average complexity and average
density, as shown in Table 7, and Fig. 8.

Table 7: NemoMapPy vs NemoMap run-time (in seconds) Comparison

Query Graph 9 Nodes 10 Nodes 11 Nodes
NemoMapPy 1,728,213 9,923,137 51,904,930

NemoMap 8,599,994 48,674,827 239,088,982
% Reduction 79.90% 79.61% 78.29%
# Mappings 13,882,459 251,584,995 1,070,991,776

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present NemoSuite that provides a combination
of easy accessibility, usability, functionality, extensibility, and effi-
ciency that the current network motif detection software programs
lack. More specifically, we believe NemoSuite contribute greatly to
development of network motif detection programs in the following
reasons.

As a web-interactive program, it is easily accessible, and highly
usable tool with great efficiency. The various input and output op-
tions enable for the users to apply the results to various real-world
problems. It is also the first tool that provides both of network-
centric and motif-centric approaches. We also demonstrated that

NemoSuite is substantially designed to meet the functional and non-
functional requirements, and showed its computational efficiency
by comparing with other available tools.

Currently, NemoSuite includes Nemo and NemoMapPy pro-
grams to represent network-centric and motif-centric methods.
Source codes of both programs are available in public github:
Nemo is available at https://github.com/lytbfml/Nemolib App and
NemoMapPy at https://github.com/zicanl/NemoMapPy. We plan
to add more online tools implementing recent algorithms such as
QuateXelero [30], and utilize distributed computing to improve its
efficiency further. Additional future works include adding more
utility programs such as motif-visualization, graph file conversion,
and generating random networks with various methods.
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